
Photography & Creative Digital Media
“You don’t TAKE a photograph, you MAKE a Photograph.”

-Ansil Adams

What is Photography & Creative Digital Media?

At the heart of the subject is the Photographic image but the use/purpose of this image is changing
and developing rapidly, due to the demands of new technologies. It is no longer simply a record of
what something looks like.  It can be used as a form of expression, where words are not enough.
Photography & Creative Digital Media entails traditional as well as contemporary practices and
teachings using sources and resources from pivotal photographic institutions, agencies and journals
illustrating such things as how pictures are used to promote or sell a product, in a music video, film,
animation or Gif, and forensic science. Photography is a key component of most businesses, whether
through advertising, design/web design, digital illustration, graphics, promotion and social media. The
world of digital media is moving at an extremely fast pace in a state of perpetual cyclical
transformation.

The Vision for Photography

We aim to inspire a love of learning, a wealth of creativity and a passion for the subject. Instilling
transferable skills that will prepare students for a diverse range of A Level subjects, degree courses,
career opportunities and the ever changing world of Digital Media.  The course will prepare you for
careers in many areas as well as installing a love of creating work that can tell a story, inspire people
to change, document moments that would have been missed or lost forever, or even helping to solve
a crime and change society.

Our vision is to teach you how Photography is a vehicle for self expression and communication of
ideas and feelings. This creates personal powerpoint and unity both in our local communities but also
in wider society, serving to actively change and evolve contemporary culture. This will develop you to
be an independent thinker that uses photography as a tool for independent personal reflection in order
to explore externally for others, thoughts, ideas, themes and observations. This will allow you to
analyse, interpet, reflect and react to visual communication so that you can evaluate its repercussions
in wider society to shape its citizens. Photography acts to change the world by making changes in
people.

The Rationale for Photography

The Photography and Creative Digital Media team comprises two subject specialists who will
introduce students to a wide variety of analog and digital media, including digital photography, 35mm
film, video, Gifs, animation, cinemagraphs, website design and image based book/magazine design.

Through this exhilarating program of study both at GCSE and A Level, all students are treated as
individuals and encouraged to grow in their own direction, depending on their interests and skill set.
Students are encouraged to work within a plethora of  mediums, techniques and genre, in order to



create exciting Lens based images.  Inspiration and skills come from developing an understanding of
cultural contexts through critical analysis and evaluation and comparing the work of photographers,
film makers, artists, themes, styles and movements, within digital design, art, graphics, sculpture,
illustration and textiles,

We strongly believe in the importance of practical work and we provide as many opportunities as
possible for students to explore and experiment with Photoshoots, in lessons, in free time and off site
where possible. The department has a traditional darkroom and a fully equipped professional
Photography studio and 2 dedicated photography suites, installed with digital editing software. Post
production techniques will be expertly taught to further develop or manipulate the raw images.


